IT IS WELL
WOMAN, WE
GOT THIS.
AKHONIX NYAN BAFAZI
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FOUNDER 'S STORY
Linda Njotini Ugbobuaku has always been passionate about using the creative space
particularly the arts as a form of expression in cultivating women in the journey of
storytelling, eager to inspire young women to become the best versions of themselves.The
mother of four grew up in the community of Mandalay, Khayelitsha the biggest township in
one ofthe world’s fanciest cities, Cape Town. From her adolescent years she has been
playing an active role in her community by being involved in Community projects. She was
selected as one of the youth leaders at Ubuntu Recreational Center (Paul Oto). She later
on relocated to Johannesburg, where naturally her passion was fueled even more – but
because of both the lack of education and resources she encountered struggles.“I started
Akhonix Bafazi out of an eagerness to learn what it takes to become a “real” African
woman,without any educational background and little sense of tradition as a Xhosa woman
I was frowned upon; being allowed little to no liberty to express my opinion in any capacity
be it intellectually or socially, I was labelled incompetent, neither smart nor cultured and all
this occurred amongst abafazi (African women).
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Mrs. Linda Njotini Ugbobuaku further reveals that instead of fueling anger this sparked
curiosity and motivated an obsession for her to once again play an active role in assuring
that no young female is made to feel the way she was made to feel. Linda believes that as
a woman no qualities or lackthereof should define strengths or limit a woman’s capacity of
deciphering what an African woman should and shouldn’t be.Compelled, she took it upon
herself to discover what qualifies or defines a woman as a true African woman. Leading her
to a realization that the women society deems and appoints as good African women all
shared one common trait, and that common quality is strength. Strength that is often
accompanied by love and perseverance. Thus also lead her to rediscover that these
qualities come naturally to women, theyaren’t instilled only by education or influenced by
just society. AKHONIX BAFAZI means “we got this,” a Xhosa slang term used to
emphasize contentment, it loosely translates “it is well women.” A term thatwas often used
by Linda’s grandmother to encourage her when she seemed to be steering away from faith.
As a brand AKHONIX BAFAZI aims to inspire a tradition that ensures that no woman
suffers psychological entrapment by unnecessary false standards and that women are
each other’s pillar. It was also formed to aid women in learning how to take up space and
distance themselves from influences that stem and spark negativity.
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Mrs. Linda Njotini Ugbobuaku’s first major project working with young women was
in 2014, on a project called BOSSO KE MANG – they started hosting workshops
that help groom women, and to further empower females they also hosted talent
shows and pep talks. In 2017 AKHONIX BAFAZI was formed by herself and a
group of other women who also seemed eager to get involved in their respective
communities. These lovely strong women and herself all worked tirelessly and
voluntarily to bring hervision to life. “Women are more than eager to inspire change
and influence confidence. AKHONIX NYAN BAFAZI.”Mrs. Linda Njotini Ugbobuaku
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ABOUT US
Akhonix bafazi is a movement that was built to inspire African women
from all walks of life to get involved within their respective communities.
As akhonix bafazi we work voluntarily through community projects and
events. We have taken it upon ourselves to build relationships with
children’s homes and schools, for we comprehend the vitality of
engaging with youth in art form and orientation – ours is to inspire
growth and uplift broken spirits.
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we celebrate,
we salute and
recognize
women

OUR MISSION
Akhonix Bafazi believes in the long standing African
Proverb it takes a village to raise a child, this also is a set
reminder that African’s never used to turn a blind eye in
a time of need. Akhonix Bafazi calls out and hopes to
inspire a new breed of oMama Africa, assisting women
realize their strengths and potential with the
reassurance that “akhonix bafazi” meaning it is well
woman, we got this. Whilst being impactful, the
organization is adamant in helping women achieve selfsufficiency and to help females realize their dreams and
strengths through community projects, not at all
looking at socio-economic circumstances that may
seem like a disadvantage to most.

PROGRAMS

The Iconix
Celebrating our icons

Akhonix Exhibition
Showcase art and fashion by women for the
world

Akhonix Workshops
Creating platforms of interaction
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Merchandise

Online Mag & TV
The Iconix Award

PROGRAMS

The Iconix
Celebrating our icons
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VOLUNTEER WORK
This project is for women in recovery seeing that women in South Africa often suffer from a lot. This is for widows, single mothers whose
confidence is lacking or has been affected one or the other and young women who are embarking on new journeys or are starting over.
Child headed homes are a priority along with schools in rural areas. Donations have played a vital role in aiding our projects for us to move
forth.

THE GIRLS
We have a sanitary pads drive (#handsonpads) aimed at supplying young women with sanitary towels and the necessary hygiene etiquette.
To continue inspiring change our projects also include Arts and crafts as well as hosting regular talent shows that inspire confidence. So far
we have distributed over 3000 pads through our hosted events, our social media platforms have been a great tool in terms of moving
forward.

PROJECT COVID-19
As Akhonix Bafazi we have contributed to our country during this difficult period by distributing food parcels, with the help of micro
businesses and willing community members.

The Team

Linda Njotini
lollynjo86@gmail.com
+2773 565 8303

Contact Us

+27 73 565 8303

hello@akhonixbafazi.co.za/

akhonixbafazi.co.za/

